Scarves: Through Thick and Thin
by Pamela Thomas

Difficulty: Advance Beginner

This pamphlet contains 2 Tunisian crochet patterns:

• Thick Treble Cluster (worsted yarn)
• Thin Treble Cluster (1 skein, lace yarn)

Two weights of yarn used with similar stitches can provide various effects. One of these scarves can you through any “Thick or Thin” accessory situation.

pjstomas@earthlink.net
Special Stitches

**Treble crochet Tss (TrcTss):** Forward - Yarn over twice. Insert hook under uppermost front vertical thread of next stitch. Yarn over, pull through 2 loops. Yarn over and pull through 2 loops again, leaving the last loop on the hook.

**Treble crochet Tss 5 Stitch Together Cluster (TrcTss5Tog):** Forward –*[Yarn over twice. Insert hook under uppermost front vertical thread of next 5 stitches. Yarn over, pull loop through all 5 threads. Yarn over, pull through 2 loops. Yarn over and pull through 2 loops again, leaving the last loop on the hook.] Working in same 5 uppermost vertical threads, repeat between [ ] 4 more times. **Note:** Cluster leaves 5 loops on hook.

**Tunisian Simple Stitch 5 Stitch Together Cluster (Tss5Tog):** Forward –*[Insert hook under uppermost front vertical thread of next 5 stitches. Yarn over, pull loop through all 5 threads. Yarn over, pull through 1 loop, leaving the last loop on the hook.] Working in same 5 uppermost vertical threads, repeat between [ ] 4 more times. **Note:** Cluster leaves 5 loops on hook.
Thick Treble Cluster Scarf

**Difficulty**: Advance Beginner

**Materials**
- Yarn: Worsted weight (4), approx. 364 yds.
- Tunisian Hook: I

**Stitches**
- chain stitch (ch)
- Slipstitch
- Tunisian Simple Stitch (Tss)

(Example shown in *Herrschners Whisper Soft – 2 skeins*)

**Notes:**
- **Return**: Ch 1. *Yarn over and pull through two loops. Repeat from * across until 1 loop on hook.
- Remember to work last stitch: place hook under outer 2 threads to pull up a loop.
- Treble crochets tend to be loose stitches. Watch your control, especially the difference between the beginning of the row and the end of the row, as you proceed with the pattern. You can also use your Return pass as tension control.
- Counting stitches at the end of the Forward pass is important.

**Pattern**

**Chain 29.**

**Row 1**: Pull up a loop in each chain to end. Return. (29 stitches)

**Rows 2 - 5**: Tss in each stitch across. Return.

**Row 6**: Ch 2. TrcTss in each stitch across, including last stitch (under outer 2 threads). Ch 1. Return.

**Row 7 (pattern row)**: Ch 2. (TrcTss in each stitch across) 4 times. TrcTss5Tog 3 times, (TrcTss in each stitch across) 8 times. TrcTss in last stitch (under outer 2 threads). Ch 1 Return.

[Notes: a) “Ch 1 + Return” effectively provides a Ch 2 at the end of pattern row.

b) As you progress with each pattern row, watch end of row. If too loose, skip Ch 1 before Return to tighten up end.]

*Repeat row 7* until you reach your desired scarf length.
Row 8: Tss in next 4 stitches. Tss5Tog, 3 times, Tss in next 8 stitches and last stitch (under outer 2 threads). Return.

Repeat row 2: 3 times.

Bind off row: Pulling up a loop as for Tss, work a regular Slipstitch in each stitch across. Finish off and cut yarn.

Finishing
Weave in ends.
Block as needed.
Thin Treble Cluster Scarf

**Difficulty:** Advance Beginner

**Materials**
- Yarn: DK weight, approx. 460 yds.
- Tunisian Hook: I

**Stitches**
- chain stitch (ch)
- Slipstitch
- Tunisian Full Stitch (Tfs)
- Tunisian Simple Stitch (Tss)

(Example shown in *Ella Rae Merino – 1 skein pattern*)

**Notes:**
- Return - Ch 1. *Yarn over and pull through two loops. Repeat from * across until 1 loop on hook
- Tunisian Full Stitch – To keep rows same number of stitches ... *Remember!* Row A: skip last space. Row B: skip first space.
- Remember to work last stitch: place hook under outer 2 threads to pull up a loop.
- Treble crochets tend to be loose stitches. Watch your control, especially the difference between the beginning of the row and the end of the row, as you proceed with the pattern. Use the Return row to tighten up fabric, if necessary.

**Pattern**

**Chain 22.**

**Row 1:** Pull up a loop in each chain to end. Return. (22 stitches)

**Row 2:** Tfs in each space across to last space. Skip last space. Tss in last stitch (under outer 2 threads). Return.

**Row 3:** Skip 1st space. Tfs in each space across. Tss in last stitch (under outer 2 threads). Return.

**Rows 4 -5:** Repeat 2 & 3 one time.

**Row 6 (pattern row):** Ch 2. *(TrcTss in each stitch across) 4 times, TrcTss5Tog. Repeat from * once. *(TrcTss in each stitch across) 4 times. TrcTss in last stitch (under outer 2 threads). Ch 1, Return.

**Notes:**
- a) “Ch 1 + Return” effectively provides a Ch 2 at the end of pattern row.
- b) As you progress with each pattern row, watch end of row. If too loose, skip Ch 1 before Return to tighten up end.]

Scarves: Through Thick or Thin
Repeat row 6: until you reach your desired scarf length.


Repeat Rows as follows: Row 3, Row 2, Row 3.

Bind off row: Pulling up a loop as for Tfs, work a regular Slipstitch in each stitch across. Finish off and cut yarn.

Finishing
Weave in ends.
Block as needed.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Happy crocheting!
Pamela Thomas, pjsthomases@earthlink.net
Ravelry.com: pjsthomases
CrochetWorkByPJSThomas.blogspot.com
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